SAMUEL ALLAN TAYLOR
• One of the most prolific and infamous
forgers
• Born in Scotland, sent to New York at
twelve years old

• Ran away from home, briefly lived with a
doctor
• Worked as a messenger for New York
telegraph companies
• Became interested in stamp collecting and
U.S. local posts

• Arrested for first stamp-related scam
(that we know of) when he was eighteen
• Sold envelopes with bogus “Hourly
Express Stamps”
• Called the scam “a tax on the gullible”
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• Was a stamp dealer in Montreal,
Albany and Boston

• Sold his own forgeries and other
forgers’ works

• Started The Stamp Collector’s Record in
1864
• First North American stamp journal

• Was very knowledgeable about stamps

FIRST ISSUE OF TAYLOR’S
THE STAMP COLLECTOR’S RECORD

• Could be quite mean to other dealers
and collectors – especially those who
challenged his forgeries

SAMUEL ALLAN TAYLOR
• Sold the bogus “Baldwin’s Railroad”
stamps in 1865

• George Stewart, Jr. exposed the stamps as
fakes in his journal, the Monthly Gazette
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• Taylor accused Stewart of being the real
forger

• Called Stewart’s journal “The Blowhard”
• Was particularly nasty to Stewart, calling
him one of “Barnum’s … Freaks of Nature”

• Created a new forgery

• Claimed the new bogus was genuine
• Continued offering the previous forgeries
as the “New Brunswick Manufacture”
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• Made forgeries of any stamps, but
especially of U.S. local posts

• Was responsible for many of the bogus or
fantasy stamps
• Was quick to produce stamps from
descriptions in other journals
• “Frankenstein” bogus stamps built from
parts of other stamps

• Worked with other forgers

• Printed stamps with Westervelt to
“legitimatize” the philatelic local stamps
• Some other forgers are believed to be
Taylor operating under different names
• Trifet confessed to creating a Hawaiian
forgery which Taylor sold – he later
worked to get Taylor arrested

SAMUEL ALLAN TAYLOR
• Arrested in 1890 for selling foreign
stamps – probably stopped dealing
stamps around this time
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• Participated in other scams, inventions and
investments outside of stamps
•
•

Occasionally worked as a chemist

Skilled at advertising – supposedly invented streetcar
advertisements

• Stamp forgeries come in a wide variety of
different colors

• Used whatever inks and papers he could acquire

• Forgeries usually typographed
• Printed in forms
•

Arrangements of different stamp dies

• NO known multiples
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THE TAYLOR FORMS

NEW RESEARCH INTO TAYLOR’S WORK

THE TAYLOR FORMS
SPRINGER CATALOGUE
FOURTH EDITION (1966)
PAGE 45

Taylor printed his forgeries as they
were needed. It isn’t likely that he had a
grand scheme or plan of how his forms would
be set from printing to printing. However,
philatelists have long thought that some of
Taylor’s forms could be reconstructed.

A serious attempt to reconstruct
Taylor forms was set into motion by
Sherwood Springer and has been continued
by several collectors. Springer’s forms are
classified into three groups based on common
forgeries types and theorized time periods:
A forms; B forms; and C forms.

SPRINGER
TENTH EDITION
(1985) PAGE 56

THE TAYLOR FORMS
OFFSET IMPRINT ON REVERSE OF
SWIFT & CO EXPRESS FORGERY

CLOSEST THING TO A TAYLOR “MULTIPLE”

FORM AB7

WORKING ON NEW FORMS BY ORGANIZING STAMP COLORS

Working with the Farrell Collection, we
are able to study a large group of Taylor
forgeries together in one place and can see
patterns start to form. We have put together
over sixty new forms based on common colors.
These forms also sometimes match with Taylor’s
packet advertisements.

These new, so-called “Boussery forms”
are classified into four groups that expand on
Springer’s lettered groups: AA forms; AB forms;
BB forms; CC forms. These forms are built when
groups of at least five different forgeries in at
least two different common color sets are
discovered. Additional short forms, or “S forms”,
represent forms with only three or four different
stamps, but in multiple different common colors.

THE TAYLOR FORMS
These forms were built from
personal study of the Farrell Collection,
and have not yet been reviewed by the
greater philatelic public. They represent
work still in progress and are subject to
change.

Now, in conjunction with this
presentation, we have published these
forms on the Farrell Reference Collection
section of the Carriers and Locals Society
website – we welcome collectors to share
their feedback and insights on our
research.
https://www.pennypost.org/farrell.asp

WHY THE TAYLOR FORMS MATTER
THE “MONTREAL FORM”
WORK IN PROGRESS

• Helps more accurately attribute
forgeries to Taylor

• The “Montreal Form” – probably
Taylor’s first forgery form

• Gives a probable timeline of when
some forgeries were made

• Helps predict what forgeries might
exist in different colors

• Encourage collectors with new goals

• Collectors can focus on specific forms
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